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Raelyn and Caesar have faced their fair share of trials and tribulations throughout their relationship.
However their love is put to the ultimate test when past demons come back to haunt them. Can this
power couple triumph despite their many obstacles?Canyon and Symba are just trying to make it,
but it proves to be easier said than done--especially when a former girlfriend isn't ready to let go.
Will Symba be able to tolerate his ratchet ass ex? All the trouble may not be worth the headache in
the end. Blue made the worst mistake of her life by cheating on Lamont, but is it too late to right her
wrongs? Or will this new couple end before their relationship even begins? Join these beloved
characters through their last journey together in the final installment of "When a Rich Thug Wants
You."
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This book was amazing! I enjoyed the entire series from beginning to end! I am so happy that for the
most part all the characters got their happily ever after! Pebbles Star did the damn thang, so sad to
see this series come to an end!! Great read ðŸ˜ƒ

These five books were the greatest that I have read in awhile. They were advantageous and the

characters were amazing through all their obstacles. The writer did an amazing job with the twist.I
enjoyed all the relationships involved.A coworker recommended these books and I would
recommend a must read to all that into this type of writing!!

Caesar been through a lot with Rae. Sometimes you gotta show somebody you are not playing for
them to take you seriously. That's what Rae does to Caesar. Symba is going through a lot &
Canyon is getting frustrated. He is trying but she just wanna be left a lone. Blue messed her whole
relationship up for an ex. She knows now what she had & that he was a good guy. Now she got to
do everything to get him back in her life. Zac has just went crazy & doing things he shouldnt that
end him up in jail for a long time. Kalessi does people wrong & it comes back to her where she ends
up hurt. Canyon & Symba ends up married as well as Rae & Caesar. They are all happy as well as
Blue. Three friends finally finds happiness for themselves.

All I can say is Ms Pebbles started this book with a bang and ending with a BAM!!! This book had so
many twists and turns I all most fell out of my chair, a lot of late nights and little sleep because I
couldn't put it down. I am so sorry to see this book end, but I see Lomant and blue are in another
book so I will be reading that book as well.

Lord have mercy on me!!! oved these Thugged out Bosses-Canyon, Lamont and Ceasar. Zac went
all the way south! Crazy, he was! Kaeelesi had it made even after Canyon found out about Kaeli but
she kept pushing her luck! These ladies get pissed at these bosses and then go back to triflin
bumbs who did thiem wrong from the beginning??? Go figure!!!!!! So glad Ace finally got what he
deserved!! He was low down and Taz, really? The hate the men had against each other was
ridiculous! Ace just really could not let go?! Raelynn was the shid.....Blue had me concerned every
now and then!!!!!!!! Symba really needed to get her crap together! Them bosses needed to stop
acting like boys too! Pebbles did the dang thang with this series and it was worth every second of
missing my homework, lol! LOVED ITTTTTT!!!

I have to say 's. Star you had us going through a lot.From book 1 to 5 I was so intense wanting all
three couple to come out on top and in the end you made me a happy reader.Caesar & Raelyn
were my favorite couple because Raelyn finally got was Caesar was talking about. She was
definitely down for her man.Symba & Canyon were my second favorite they completed each
other.And last but not least Blue & Lamont I thought you were never going to get them two together

but in the end you made me very happy.Each of these couples had to put in the work in order to find
LOVE and they most definitely did.TRUST WAS THE NUMBER ONE FACTOR FOR ALL THREE
COUPLES.And the end it all worked out.Even though it took 5 books I so loved reading it that is why
I gave it 5 STARS!!!

It took me a week to read this series. I started off with book 1 because it was a free download and
was hooked. I really enjoyed the series and the characters. Yeah, some of the things seams a little
outlandish but it's fiction so whatever. I loved Ceez character but he was foul when he slept with that
chick. Zac has to be the dumbest, weakest man ever. Blu is stupid for no reason and Symba &
Canyon are made for each other. Ultimately, as crazy as she was, I actually felt sorry for Kalessi.
Yeah, she did some terrible and foul crap but I believe that she was sincere and trying to change,
Unfortunately Karma cought up with her. Interested to check out more from this author.

First I want to say that I couldn't put this book down until I was finished. I was all in my emotions and
I didn't know how it was going to end. Pebbles Starr did a fantastic job again!!!!
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